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Abstract 

About 75% of contagious diseases in the world are classified as zoonosis. One among wild 

animals suspected to spread the disease is bat. Bats have an important role in the spreading of 

viral diseases. Fruit bat is among bat species that may potentially transmit diseases to human. 

The transmission of diseases to human population should be associated with the ecology, 

behavior of bats and bat-human interaction. We observed the fruit bats ecology and behavior in 

their roosting sites during daytime (from sunrise to sunset) and in human villages area during 

night. The observation was conducted in Leuweung Sancang National Park, Garut, West Java.  

Bats often moved around to find a roost that meets their needs. In daytime bats hanged on cave 

near of beach for taking a rest and in night bats came to plantation in human villages for food. 

The plantation were cottonwood tree, guava tree, sapodilla tree, mango tree and rubber tree. The 

dominant behavior activity of bats in groups during daytime was sleeping. Other activities of 

bats in its group were aggression, self-grooming, wings flapping, biting, playing, fighting and 

maternal care. The solitary behavior of bats including sleeping and hang-relax or relaxing. The 

existence of bats interactions (direct contact and body fluid exchange) between individuals in 

the social behavior and in solitary behavior suggested a possibility of transmission of the agents 

among the bats such as parasite, bacteria and virus. Based on the observation, human ever had 

direct contact with bats such as catching and eating the bats or indirectly through contact with 

the bat feces and or eating the fruit eaten partly by the bats. These direct and indirect contact 

between human and bat may suggest a possibility of disease transmission to human. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

About 75% of contagious diseases in the world were classified as zoonotic. One among wild 

animals suspected to spread the diseases is bat. Bats have been known as reservoir for rabies virus 

for a long time [1]. Recently, Research in several countries around of Indonesia such as Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Thailand and Philippines reported that high level of rabies virus exposure in bats 

population in its region happened [2, 3, 4, 5]. Bats  have  also  been  considered as natural hosts of 

many common human and animal viruses, such as  measles,  mumps,  parainfluenza,  canine  

distemper  and  hepatitis C viruses [6, 7]. However, bats have  caught  our  attention  very  recently,  
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due  to  their  association with  several  severe  emerging  infectious  diseases.  Currently,  bats 

have  been  considered  to  be  natural  reservoirs  of  SARS-CoV,  MERS-CoV, NiV,  HeV, Ebola 

virus, and Marburg viruses. These viruses have attracted global attention in recent years for their 

severity and/or easy transmission [8].  

The high level transmission of diseases to human population should be associated with the 

ecology, behavior of bats and bat-human interaction. Because of it, to know how the transmission 

of diseases between them (bats in its group), animals and human in natural roosting site, we have to 

know the behavior and ecology-related of bats in roosting site. In Indonesia, there are not many 

information about possibility of virus transmission from bats to human. Almost throughout the 

year, bats are entering village area, especially when the fruit season to find fruit for food. During 

the entrance to the village area, Villagers ever had contact with bats and suggest a possibility of 

transmission of diseases from bats such as virus, bacteria and parasite. The paper will review the 

use of one health approach in the understanding of possible diseases transmission by fruit bats. 

 

ONE HEALTH AND ZOONOSES 

 

The one health approach plays a significant role in the prevention and control of zoonoses. 

World Health Organization (WHO) [9] and [10] reveal that about 75% of new emerging infectious 

diseases are classified as zoonotic. One health is defined by the One Health Commission [11] as 

“the collaborative effort of multiple disciplines to obtain optimal health for people, animals, and 

our environment.” In another definition, the One Health Initiative Task Force (OHITF) [12] defines 

one health as “the promotion, improvement, and defense for the health and well-being of all species 

by enhancing cooperation and collaboration between physicians, veterinarians, and other scientific 

health professionals and by promoting strengths in leadership and management to achieve these 

goals.” Infections that are naturally transmissible from vertebrate animals to humans and vice versa 

are classified as zoonoses [13]. In addition to having potentially catastrophic impacts on human 

health and life, zoonotic diseases are associated with significant economic losses to the affected 

economies as a whole [14]. Zoonotic diseases have both direct and indirect effects on livestock 

health and production [15]. Indirect effects include the risk of human disease, the economic impact 

on livestock producers through barriers to trade, the costs associated with control programs, the 

increased cost of marketing produce to ensure they are safe for human consumption and the loss of 

markets because of decreased consumer confidence [16, 17]. 

 

BAT CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Bats have many features that enable to carry a diversity of viruses. Bats account for about 25% 

of all mammalian species, making them the second largest order of mammals [18, 19]. Bats (Order 

Chiroptera) can be classified into two suborders: the Mega chiroptera or mega bats and micro 

chiroptera or micro bats [20]. Mega bats eat fruit and micro bats live on insects, small mammals, 

fish or blood. Mega bats have no echolocation and micro bats possess echolocation. Bat generally 

provide for ecosystem services, such as arthropod balance, seed dispersal and pollination. 

However, bats have been receiving high attention as potential reservoirs for zoonotic diseases 

following recent identification research of their involvement with some diseases like coronaviruses, 

Ebola and Marburg filoviruses, Hendra and Nipah paramyxoviruses [21]. Characters that may 

make bats suited to hosting more viruses include relatively long lifespans for their body size [22], 
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bats may keep viruses circulating among the bat population. Bats are social animals, millions of 

individuals can be found in a single cave; flight, in some species of bats can move over long 

distances, many bat species are colony living, some living in dense roosting site [23, 24]. The large 

number of bats in a colony with physical proximity facilitates viral transmission among bats, 

maintaining viruses circulating stably among bats. A study showed that several emerging viruses 

could be amplified in a bat colony during the breeding season [25].Beside it, roosting sites can be 

house for multiple bat species [26, 27].  

The eating behavior of bats can also be linked to viral transmission. Fruit bats can not take a 

large amount of food, and to meet their demand for energy, instead of swallowing, they just chew 

to absorb sugars and higher energy components, and spit out the partially digested fruits. Discarded 

fruits contaminated by viruses in bat saliva may be eaten by other animals and infect them [28]. In 

addition, despite their small size, bats have a relatively long life span, most of the species live 

for10–20 years and some can live up to 30 years [29]. The longevity of bats also increases the 

possibility of viral dispersal. 

Many species of bats have per domestic habits, roosting in houses and other buildings, as well as 

trees in dense urban areas, leading to frequent human contact with bat excreta [30, 32]. Bat–human 

contact is also increasing in recent decades increased use of bats as bush meat [33, 35]. Bat live in 

habit various ecological niches, including trees, caves, and man-made structures, such as tunnels, 

deserted houses, even occupied houses in rural areas. The worldwide distribution and various 

habitats of bats pose the public to a general risk of infection with bat-borne viruses. Bats are special 

as the only mammals that can actually fly. Bats fly in their daily quest for food and seasonal 

migration, some of which can fly up to nearly 2000 km [36]. The ability to fly enables bats to carry 

viruses to distant areas. 

 

BAT-HUMAN INTERACTION 

 

Viruses discussed above tend to be restricted to certain geographic regions with a particular bat 

reservoir, such as HeV and NiV associated with flying foxes in Australia and Southeast Asia. Most 

bat population roost in tropical forests or caves. There are not many information about how bats 

transmit viruses to human. Below are the hypotheses of how bat-borne viruses are transmitted to 

humans [8]. 

 

Intermediate Host 

 

The intermediate hosts theory is a popular theory for bats to transmit viruses to humans, which 

are in close contact with humans and can amplify viruses. When fruit bats eat fruit, they 

contaminate the fruit with viruses in their saliva and urine; discarded fruit fall to the ground and is 

consumed by intermediate hosts, such as pigs, horses, and nonhuman primates; humans become 

infected by contact with or consuming products of the intermediate animal hosts. For example: 

flying foxes transmitted NiV/HeV to human in Southeast Asia and tropical Australia [37]. HeV is 

endemic in flying foxes in Australia. HeV spills over from bats to domestic animals, primarily 

horses, which amplify the virus and subsequently infect humans [38]. Fruit contaminated by bats is 

also thought to transmit Ebola virus to apes in Central Africa [39]. In the case of the 2003 SARS 

outbreak in China, the transmission of SARS-CoV from bats to humans was made possible by the 

special taste for wildlife cuisine, including civets [40]. As for MERS in Middle East, dromedary 
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camels are hypothesized as intermediate animals to transmit MERS-CoVs from bats to humans 

[41]. 

Direct Contact with Bat 

 

Although bats are rarely in contact with people, people may become infected with bat-borne 

viruses by consuming bat meat. Consumption of infected bats may transmit such bat-borne viruses 

as Ebola virus to humans. In 2007 Ebola hemorrhagic fever reemerged in the Democratic Republic 

of Congo (DRC) causing 186 deaths. Epidemiological investigation showed that the outbreak was 

due to consumption of fruit bats, which were migrating towards the southeast and were massively 

hunted as a major source of protein by local villagers [39]. Consumption of well-cooked bat meat 

may not be a problem, but the handling of bats may increase the risk of infection. In addition, 

accidental bite by a bat may result in Rabies. One example is the case of an elderly man in South 

Africa who died of Duvenhage virus (DUVV) infection after being scratched by a bat [43]. 

Aerosol transmission 

Bats with a large population roost in caves and viruses may contaminate air in caves where bats 

live and people may become infected by inhaling viruses in the air when they enter caves. Research 

showed that Cynomolgus macaques could suffer a lethal viral hemorrhagic fever after exposure to 

small-particle aerosols containing MARV-Angola [44]. There was are port that humans were 

infected by Marburg virus after visiting or working in caves in Africa, and transmission by aerosol 

could not be excluded as a possible mode of infection [45]. 

 

STUDY USING ONE HEALTH APPROACH 

 

We observed bats on roosting site during daytime and night. Our data showed that many 

population of bats hanged on roosting site and did some behavior. Bats often moved around to find 

a roost that meets their needs. In daytime bats hanged on cave near of beach for taking a rest and in 

night bats came to plantation in human villages for food. The plantation were cottonwood tree, 

guava tree, sapodilla tree, mango tree and rubber tree. Behavior of bats divided into two group of 

behavior: solitary behavior and social behavior. For solitary behavior sleeping is most activity that 

bats did. Sometimes bats moved from one group to another group. Bats did another behavior such 

as courtship, aggression, bite, fight and play each individual. The existence of bats interactions 

between individuals showed that social behavior and in solitary behavior suggested a possibility of 

transmission of the agents among the bats such as parasite, bacteria and virus. The bats interactions 

are direct and indirect contact. Direct contact such as biting, fighting, mating or playing among 

them. Indirect contact such as fluid exchange after mating or share food among them. During night 

based on this survey on human, we noted possible contact between bat and human through bat bite, 

bat mate consumed by human, indirect contact like human eating the discarded fruit eaten partly by 

the bats. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

By using one health approach in the study on behavior and ecology of fruit bats, we noted that a 

possible transmission of diseases can happen among bats because of their social-behavior and to 

human because of the contact either directly or indireclty.  
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